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Overview
▶ What is privacy in smart contracts?
▶ Existing solutions
▶ Common tradeoffs and issues
▶ Providing better foundations for contract

developers



What are smart contracts?
▶ Smart contracts are Ethereum?

Does not help in figuring out privacy.
▶ Smart contracts are programmable legal contracts?

Too powerful and vague to be useful.



Reactive StateMachines



Reactive StateMachines
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Relation to Client/ServerModel









Centralised privacy relies on trust



Blockchains and Smart Contracts
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Perfect Privacy
▶ The same reactive state machine
▶ No leakage
▶ Decentralised implementation



▶ Multi-party computation (MPC) achieves this!
▶ Run a committee-based chain (e.g. Algorand)
▶ Have the same committee runMPC for each contract call
▶ Prohibitively expensive



Decentralisation?



This setting limits privacy



Example: The King of Ether
▶ The “throne” can be bought
▶ The price increases exponentially
▶ The previous king gets the proceeds
▶ A fee is paid for each attempt



A private variant would hide:
▶ The value of the throne
▶ Who holds it
▶ When it was obtained



It cannot
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There is Hope!



There is Hope!



There are perfect solutions
for individual problems



ContractModularity
▶ Developing distributed systems used to be hard.
▶ Components interacting is very powerful!

▶ Tokens provide assets to write contracts about
▶ Wallet contracts allow complex access control
▶ Basic functionality can be reused



Privacy extensions often harm
modularity!









Kachina



The Tools
Wehave twomain tools at our disposal:
▶ The blockchain
▶ Users’ local machines



Back to StateMachines
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▶ Modular design of contracts is possible again
▶ Including complex features such as gas costs
▶ Without compromising on privacy
▶ New privacy techniques can be implemented as contracts



Thank you!
Please see https://drwx.org/2020-07-03-copyright.txt for copyrights and
attribution of used images.
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